In yet another example of reaching out to people, Gujarat Chief Minister Vijay Rupani today talked to four home-bound patients on being discharged from the government hospital after recovering completely from the dreaded disease.

True to his nature as a compassionate CM (Common Man), the Chief Minister in a telephonic talk from Jana Samvad Kendra at his residence here wished the four fully recovered patients a long and healthy life.

They are Surat’s Ritaben Bachkaniwala and Ahmedabad’s Sunil Singh, Fida Hussein Sayed and Shammad Begum Sayed. They sincerely thanked the state government for timely treatment, the hospital for the best treatment, and the doctors, nurses and other staff for service.

Mr. Rupani also enquired on telephone about the well-being of the doctors and other paramedical staff attending on the patients, the condition of people on quarantine in the hospitals, availability of medicines and equipment.
Gujarat Chief Minister Made a Telephonic Conversation to Patients Cured Corona Virus Illness

Source: Information Department, Gujarat
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